PART 4
GROUP MANAGEMENT
4.1 ADDING A FULL RECORD
A full record is a searchable record and displays like other VITA records i.e. in results and as a
Details screen.

A few notes about how to use the Full record:
There is a lot of value in adding a full record about the Group as a unique, curated item using
the VITA templates. Keep in mind, though, that each record you’ve included in the group
already has a description, so re-describing every object here might not be the best use of your
time.
The full record uses the standard VITA templates where you can add or modify:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a thumbnail + regular file (for results and details screens)
Group description (for full-text search and results displays)
geographic location(s) (used for faceted searching)
inclusion in other Groups (for navigation, display, and discovery)
administrative data (for internal purposes)
adding links to other, related material
settings like public/non-public and deleting the Group
Note: The Friendly Reminders include a reminder when there are zero items in a group.
Note: A Group can be added to other Groups (See Groups & Subgroups)

The workflow for setting up a full group record is exactly the same as it is when you add any
type of record in VITA (see the Adding and Managing Records manual/video for more details).

4.1.2 DESCRIPTION

Public Display - Select Yes and this group will appear on the details screen for each of the
records assigned to the group in both the public and data management displays.
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Select No and the group will only be available internally for data management purposes and
the group will only appear in the data management details screen of the record. The group will
only be listed in the Data Management Advanced Search Screen Groups panel.
The Primary Media type is fixed at “Group” to enable certain functionality and discovery, e.g.
as a search facet on results and in advanced search screens, for example;
The group will be listed in the Advanced Search screen in the Sub-Collections Panel.

The Advanced Search screen also offers the option to limit searches by specific Media Type –
including Groups.

You can add multiple media and item types.
The Title is carried forward from the Add/Update screen.
The other fields are open for you to add additional information and custom content.
Note: what you are describing is the Group and its contents, for example:
•
•
•
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there may not be one single Item type
the Creator might be the name of the person who compiled the Group, not creator of
the individual items
there might be a Date Range in the Date of Events Depicted

•

Subjects, Personal Names, geographic locations, etc. may all include multiple entries—
or none!

Your items should have fulsome records unto themselves. It’s up to you how much summary
detail you want to include in the record.
Here’s a bare-bones Group record in public display that does not add any searchable content to
the index (remember, it has NO items at this point):

Public Display
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Compared to a more complete group record (with Items) which adds many access points for
search and discovery:
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Public display:

For more details on adding metadata to Records see the Adding and Managing Records
manual. Keep in mind that you are describing a collection of things brought together for some
reason, and that is what is of interest the public!
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4.1.3 FILE/TECH
Group records display like any other item record in VITA, so choose an image for the
thumbnail and regular display category to represent your Group in results sets and the Details
screen. In results, a generic thumbnail is assigned if none is associated with the record.

In the details screen, no image appears unless a regular display file is assigned to represent the
group record. The process for assigning a representative image for any group is the same as
when attaching any file to a record.
Go the File/Tech tab on the Group Management Screen and click on Associate file with this
record:
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Once on the Add file screen, select the category – add and upload the image file:

*Note: As the image being added is a representation – or hero shot – for the group – choose
Thumb+Regular for the category.
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4.1.3 GEOGRAPHY
Add one or more geolocations to inform the geo-search options on your results screens.
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4.1.4 ADMINISTRATIVE
A very brief template wherein the group record language, CC license, copyright status and
copyright holder information can be captured.
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4.1.5 GROUPS
Like any record, you can add a group to another Group.

See Groups & Subgroups below.
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4.1.6 LINKS
Use this screen to add URLs and labels for linking the group record to other online resources.

Links added:

Public view:
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4.1.7 DELETE GROUP
First: Are you sure? You can always make the Group non-public instead
Second: Don’t worry: You cannot delete a Group until you have unassigned all the items within
that group.

Click on the “See items here” link to get to the review screen > Select all> Unassign selected
records
The Delete option on both Group Settings and Full Record screens will redirect you to unassign
the contents first.

Once you unassign the items from the group, you’ll receive a confirmation and redirect to the
Group Settings screen:
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On the Group Settings or Group Record screen, the Delete button will appear:

4.2 UPDATE/EDIT GROUP
In the main menu, click on Add or Update Record Group in the Manage Groups section.
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You will be presented with the Update/Add Groups screen and a list of groups created by your
agency.

To update the values for the group:
•
•
•
•

Click update
The Update link will take you to the Group full record screen
Edit the values for the group
Click the update button

To review the records in the group:
See all items in a Group by going to...
1) Full record> Show records
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From here, you can review and manage Group contents:
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Use the checkboxes and buttons to select and/or unassign records from the Group.
To un-assign records from this group, use the checkboxes or select un-select buttons then
click “unassign selected records”. This will only remove the records from the group: it will not
affect the records themselves.
Unassigning items from a Group
On the review screen, you can

1. a) see what’s in your group
2. b) deselect or “unassign” one or more items from the Group using the checkboxes and labeled
buttons at the top and bottom of the screen
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4.3 GROUP SORT
The Sort Group option is only available for groups with less than 100 records.
You might want the items of a group to appear in a specific order, particularly those that would
be the first 3 of a large group, or 10 of a smaller group since they appear with the group record.
You can order every item in the group to customize their display in the gallery. This fixes their
display order, however, so end users cannot re-sort those objects using other criteria.

For groups with <20 items, you can drag and drop to reorder them using the elevator buttons
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For larger groups, you’ll need to use numeric text boxes e.g.

After Re-Sorting your Group content, preview the new record order by clicking on the
“update record order” button at the bottom of the screen
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Remember: any unnumbered images will float to the top of the list. The preview screen allows
you to review and adjust the order of your group images before committing that order.
Remember: Preview is a superficial view option, but “Commit the Changes” will reindex all the
records in this group—this takes time, depending on the size of a group.
Use the Preview option liberally—Commit only when you’re sure!

Once the reindexing has occurred, you will receive a confirmation message.
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